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The Basics Of Lead Generation

What Is Lead Generation?
You may of heard of lead generation before, but do you really knowwhat lead generation is?
Lead generation is the unique way in which marketers and sales people attract potential customersto their business
by giving them incentives such as free content, special offers or anything that will pull them towards your brand.

What Is A Lead?
So, now that you have an idea of what lead generation is, you may be asking yourself, what exactly is a lead?A
lead is an individual or business who has shown interest in your company. Maybe this lead came through your
website, social media, blog post, word of mouth or any other form of media channel.
This potential customer/client has shown interest by filling out a form on your website, clicking a call-to-action button
on one of your landing pages, calling you directly from cell phone, commenting on your Facebook post, or maybe
even interacting with your team via LiveChat.
The point is, this person has shown interest in your business therefore, the probability of them purchasing a product or
service from you is higher than if they’ve never heard about your business before and received a cold call.

Why Do You Need Lead Generation?
This type of lead generation is ingrained into the inbound methodology. The purpose ofinbound marketing is to get
the potential lead to come to you rather than you going out to them. Basically, it’s much more beneficial to your
brand and business if the prospect initiates the relationship with you. This type of relationship is more natural, builds
trust more quickly, and leads to better sales with higher profit margins.
Human beings are reluctant to random cold calls at various hours throughout the entire day. This type of
engagement rubs the person the wrong way and is more than likely to have a negative impact on your business.
The same goes for random emails to someone’s inbox. You’ll end up being tagged as spam and if you continuously
keep sending unwanted emails, you’ll eventually be blacklisted and become profiled by other email providers as a
spam account also.

How To Qualify A Lead?
A lead engages with your business in some form or fashion. But what really qualifies someone as being a lead? How
do we know that this person has a genuine interest in what we’re providing? Well, if that person is willing to spend a
couple minutes of their time in order to fill out a form completely or read & comment on a social media post, the
chances are there’re probably interested in what you’re doing.
Not only does this person take time out of their day to engage with you, butif he or she shares their personal
information such as first and last name, email address, the name of their company and their role at the organization,
where they live and their telephone number then they most likely would expect you to reach out to them.

If a visitor fills out all the required form's fields appropriately, and they’re fit within the parameters you set,
then they become a marketing qualified lead. Now, you just need to figure out what information you will
need to qualify a lead before even speaking to them.
For instance, if you are an IT Company and you only service businesses within Illinois, then asking for an
address (or at least a state and zip code) will help qualify a lead. Any address outside Illinois will obviously
disqualify that lead based on their location.
Another example would be a Marketing Company who wants to know a business's current challenges and
long-term goals. This one is a little more complicated, because you first have to decide if you leave the
field blank for the user to fill in or you develop a drop down list with options that the user can select from. It
requires a bit more thought on both sides, but it will match that lead with one of your buyer's personas. If
the lead doesn't even have a long-term goal or refuses to share their challenges, then most likely this will
be a difficult client to work with or simply they aren't at the level you need them to be to help them

properly.

At this point, the visitor has found your company, service or product to be potentially valuable to them and would
like to know more about it. They may even be ready to make a purchase, but they want someone to reach out to
them for a little trust building (to avoid scams) or clarify a few questions they may have. It might even be a test to
see how your staff and customer service is before they make their final decision.
Although, the initial information given to you by the user may not be enough to close the deal or make that sale yet,
it’s a start in the right direction. It allows you to personalize your response to create a positive experience, which
leads to more sales and profits. Qualifying leads is a huge timesaver and keep everyone focused and motivated.

The Mechanics Of Lead Generation
We now have a clear idea of what lead generation is and how it works, so let’s go over the mechanics of lead
generation and the natural flow of leads next.
1. A visitor interacts with one of your marketing channels such as your website, blog, social media profile, etc.
2. A CTA (Call-To-Action) grabs a visitors attention and entices them enough to click on it, which in return brings
them to a landing page or buy page.
3. This landing page contains a form which is used to gather information from the user via form fields and even to
qualify the lead.
4. The visitor is incentivized into entering their information and completing all requiredform fields, because you
supplied them with an offering from your business. This could be in the form of a free sample, eBook, demo, etc.
Remember, it’s always better to generate hot leads than to use cold leads from watered down purchased lists. This is
an intrusive way of interacting with people and will hurt your business more than help it in the long-run. Plus, once
those bought leads dry up, that's it, you're done and your competitors are thriving.

How Is B2B Lead Generation Different From B2C
Lead Generation?
Lead generation in B2B (Business-to-Business) and B2C (Businesses-to-Consumer) differ substantially. The target
audience in B2B lead generation are the decision makers at other businesses which makes the process more
complex. Not only do you have to provide a customized and suitable product or service solution to each

organization, but it also takes time to nurture these relationships. Not just one either, it's usually multiple relationships
within a company.
On the other hand, B2C lead generation is fairly straightforward and less complex, focusing on an individual or group
as your targeted audience.
When trying to sell products or services to a B2B organization, there are a wide variety of factors which you must take
into consideration:
Overall industry trends
Predictions
Changes in technology
Budgets of various departments within the organization
Can the staff handle the new workload needed to reach goal
Timeframes
Etc.
B2B lead generation includes meeting with several different people within the business including department heads,
teams within these departments and even one-to-one meetings with individuals of these companies who may be
using the product or service. This means, you’ll have to be able to address the specific needs of each of these
meetings and tailor a solution to suit each person or team.
B2B lead generation is an ongoing process which involves buying cycles over longer periods of time.Therefore, the
nurturing process is longer than in B2C lead generation. The process includes numerous phone conversations, emails
and presentations with different groups. As said before, this is a continuous process, so it is likely you’ll be engaged
with your potential leads as long as they show interest and even after they have made a purchase.
To be successful in B2B lead generation, research is key.You have to know every aspect of the potential lead.
Therefore, researching the departments, teams and individuals who will be using the products and services is vital to
how you approach them and eventually sell them.
Your knowledge of the services & products that you’re offering must be spot on and your experience with their
industry. You’re going to be dealing with top executives at the respective organization who are highly qualified and
knowledgeable in their fields. Therefore, they will know better than anyone what is needed to propel them to the
next level and how your offering fits in their overall strategy.
It is also possible to outsource your B2B lead generation. If you do so, it is fundamental that the third-party company
knows your goals, has a solid understanding of what your company provides, and its challenges because they will
be the ones developing strategies, content, and execution. The more this marketing company knows, the better
chances they have to reach goals and solve issues. Choose a marketing company that is willing to develop a solid
strategy WITH you & your team, understands your business inside & out, and is trustworthy as your business will be in
their hands.

What Channels Are You Using For B2B Lead
Generation?
When marketing your B2B, you have to be where your potential leads are. If not, you will be wasting a lot of time and
energy targeting an audience that will never gain traction or convert into sales. So, it is critical for you to research
and understand your audience BEFORE you develop a marketing & lead generation strategy to reach them.
In today’s multichannel ecosystem, if you’re not utilizing multiple channels, you’re losing out on potential clients and
letting your competitors scoop them up. Plus, you are setting yourself up for failure if you don't diversify, because
when that channel's leads decline you have nothing to pick up the slack.
What exactly are the optimal marketing channels for your specific business? Well,there is no one size fits all solution,
which is why it is so import to do your research and even ask your current clients where they would expect to see
your brand. Trial and error is key, because research can only take you so far as trends & technology changes.
Let’s take a look at each of thetop performing B2B inbound channels that are proven to generate leads and dive
into how best to use them to your advantage:

Email Marketing
Email marketing is, and has been, the best channel for B2B lead generation for years now. Not only is email
marketing the top channel for B2B lead generation, it is also the top revenue producing channel for marketers.
The fact is, everyone has an email account and they check it routinely. Therefore, it is highly probable for your
potential lead to see and read your personalized email.
Email marketing campaign success factors include:
Intriguing subject lines increase open rates, so do appropriate emojis, but don't overdue it.
Subject lines between 5-7 words generate the best open rates.
Personalize emails also increase open rates and helps you stay out of spam filters. Personalization ranging from
first and last name, company name, job position, etc.
Strong calls-to-action improve clickthrough rates and ultimately help push viewers closer to a conversion.

Every email should have an image. If you're selling a product, there should be an image of it. If you're providing
valuable information, then you should at least include your logo and branding.
Email signatures with a picture of yourself are a great way to build trust so the viewer can put a face to a name
or company.
List segmentation is key, as well as, buyer persona targeting. This not only helps with sales, but it will help reduce
unsubscribes.
Email automation combined with workflows are efficient and effective! While it takes time and thought
developing this, it is well worth it's weight in gold.
Emails are also the most cost-effective of all the different marketing channels and has the highest ROI amongst
them.

Organic SEO
Search Engine Optimization is fundamental when it comes to lead generation. Optimizing your website to land on
the first page of an online search for a targeted keyword, can drive valuable traffic to your business and is of
tremendous value in order to close leads. Especially if you make it into the featured snippets sections at the top of
Google search results.
Search engines are valuable, because when someone searches for your keyword or topic using a search engine or
voice search, they are actively looking for products or services. This makes the searcher a hot lead and potential
customer which you should pay close attention to.
If you’re unsure if your website is fully optimized, you should use a free SEO Audit tool to analyze your website and
webpages to see how they get scored. The report will offer comprehensive recommendations on how to fix each
issue discovered.
Organic SEO principals to follow:
Keyword and topic research
On-page optimization (headers, sub heads, first 100 words, modifiers, visuals, bolding, landing pages)
Off-page SEO (directories, profiles, guest blogging)
Meta tags (title, description, canonical)
Link building (inbound links, outbound, reciprocal, anchor, internal)
Social sharing
Mobile friendliness and mobile specific content
Local search and profiles (Google Business listings, Yelp,Yext Powerlistings)
Sitemaps (both XML and HTML)
Robot files
301 redirects
Page loading speed
Trust seals and security badges
SSL certificates and HTTPS
More helpful articles include 13 organic SEO tips to improve search results, 8 principles to follow for successful onpage SEO, my super effective organic SEO techniques.

Social Media Channels
No one can dispute the power of social media. Social media has grown exponentially over the past few years and
now has a huge presence in everyday life.
Social media can aid marketers and businesses in many ways including:

Boosting online reputation and monitoring it
Spying on competitors and industry trends
Nurturing connections
Building brand awareness & extending reach (hashtags are great for organically reaching relative audiences)
Converting leads and direct sales
Customer service
Delighting customers and turning them into advocates with sharing simplicity
In terms of B2B lead generation, LinkedIn is generally the most used network to nurture connections and build
qualified leads, followed by Facebook and then Twitter. Depending on your specific industry, we have found
Facebook to be the leader with their in-depth targeting available through paid campaigns.

Content Marketing
Content is key to your marketing objectives and it’s vital for you to create valuable content for your audience and
potential leads. In B2B lead generation, your target audience is the decision makers and teams within other
businesses.
These are people who are often very educated and are considered Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) in their field. Pay
attention to this when creating content. You’ll need to be very detailed, knowledgeable and thorough in your
research and execution.
You are going to need to develop content for every step of the buyer's journey (awareness, consideration, decision)
and for each of your buyer personas. See image below to help map your content and key terms to where your
audience is at in their purchase process.
In this setting, there is one type of content that people in the business world gravitate towards the most and that is
whitepapers. A whitepaper is a persuasive, authoritative, in-depth report on a specific topic that presents a problem
and provides a solution.

Click to Enlarge

Word Of Mouth / Referrals

Word of mouth is probably the oldest marketing channel out there and it’s still as important now as it was then.
Especially in today’s hyper connected society. Not to mention it's free!
When people use a product or service, they tell their friends, family and anyone listening about it. Theseusers are
essentially putting their stamp of approval or disapproval on it and are either validating your brand or hurting it. This
can either be a good thing or a bad thing for you based off their experience, so make sure it's a positive experience.
This cosign by your valued customer spreads like wildfire, extends a community around your brand, and can turn
customers into your best advocates. It's up to your and your business whether people are envious of what you have
to offer or scared to even give you a try.
Referrals can have a huge impact to your revenue and is also one of the best ROI strategies for B2B lead generation.

Which Lead Generation Channels Should You Be Using?
In short, it depends. You should do your research, ask clients where they spend most of their time, spy on your
competitors, A/B test campaigns, good old fashion trial & error, and more to locate your potential audience.
Also, find out exactly how they're interacting within these various marketing channels so you can penetrate those
channels, nurture leads, and convert sales. By executing your due diligence, proper experimentation, and analyzing
your results you’ll have a better idea as to what’s working and what’s not. Therefore, you’ll know where to spend
your resources and budget to maximize quality lead generation. After all, owning a business is all about adapting
and overcoming.

How To Optimize Your Content For B2B Lead
Generation
In order to optimize your content for B2B lead generation, you have to first understand the marketing funnel. The
marketing funnel comprises of the top of the funnel, the middle of the funnel and the bottom of the funnel.
The top of the funnel helps people acquire general information about a topic. The middle of the funnel dives deeper
in into information about the products or services you offer. The bottom of the funnel educates the lead as to why
your product is superior and guides them towards making a purchase.
Each of these parts of the funnel require specific attention and distinct strategy when it comes to B2B lead
generation.
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Top Of The Funnel
The top of the funnel is the awareness stage of a potential lead. This is when your visitor knows they have a problem
and are searching for answers to their questions and any possible solutions. The marketing focus here is usually on
blogging, social media and SEO.
The strategy behind creating content at this stage is to focus on questions your potential leads may have and the
solutions to them. You should focus on educating your audience at this stage by creating content such as blog post,
social media posts, eBooks, infographics, etc.
You should use informational keywords in your content such as troubleshooting, prevent, improve, and issue. These
are the keywords used by people who are searching for advice, knowledge and answers to their questions. Using
these informative keywords will help your potential leads find you online and in social media.
SEO is also very important at this phase. You should be optimizing every page on your website so that you rank high
in searches and try to get placed on the first page. Optimizing your website along with using informative keywords
will get you the best results at the top of the marketing funnel.
Incentives should be used to attract leads such as guides, eBooks, online courses, etc. Remember, they are
searching for answers so if you can get them to your platform with just enough information and get them away from
any competitor this is a win for you.

Middle Of The Funnel
When someone is in the middle of the funnel, they have an idea of the solution to their problems and most of the
answers to their questions, but they’re still weighing their options. This is called the consideration stage of the buyer's
journey and have most likely become a marketing and/or sales qualified lead.
They want the best offering to solve their problem and this is where your business or brand has to stand out from the
rest.
Your content should be specific to your products and services, highlighting the strengths and giving reasons as to
why the lead should choose you. Be very descriptive and give details about your offerings. Make them become fully
aware of what your brand or business does and how it benefits their specific need. Provide resources like landing
pages, comparison white papers, podcasts, and expert guides to spark their interest.
In the middle of the marketing funnel your focus keywords should be navigational. This means using keywords that
are more specific to you like solution, tool, supplier, etc. The lead has a clear idea of what they want at this phase so,
use terms that deal with your products and services to get the best results when they search. Also, optimizing your
landing pages with calls-to-actions and forms to help convert the lead so you can follow up with a call.

Product and service specific branded content is ideal for this part of the marketing funnel. Give the lead as much
insight into your business or brand as possible. Draw them in and assure them that you’re the best choice. B2B leads
are well-informed and educated about the subject matter so it is essential that you give them just the right amount
of information they need to make that final decision.

Bottom Of The Funnel
The bottom of the funnel also known as the closing or decision phase, is where lead knows what they want and are
ready to make a purchase. Simply put, this is where the magic happens and all of your efforts come to a head.
Leads are now using buying keywords such as compare, versus, test, review, and pros & cons. Keywords which
indicate they are ready to purchase and are searching for a brand, model or service to do so. Your content should
be geared towards this mental phase where analytics and customer relationship management (CRMs) come in. It
should be welcoming, and the user should have an easy, engaging experience at this point.
Even though they are ready to make a purchase provide them with reviews, case studies, and before & after’s from
previous customers so they feel comfortable with their decision.
Also, demos and free trials are fantastic for relieving some purchase anxiety, because they get to see it in action
before they buy it. This also gives you a chance to prove that you are confident in your brand and confidence sells...
as long as you're not cocky haha. You should be starting transactional discussions as well; mentioning any deals or
coupons with a time limit put on them. This nudges a buyer to make a decision sooner than later, saving your sales
team time on follow ups.

All Through-The-Funnel-Content
The end goal of the marketing funnel is to convert visitors into leads into paying customers. Keeping lead generation
in mind throughout this process will give you the best opportunities to increase sales.
Once you start collecting leads, you can then build an email list and segment those leads based on where they are
in the marketing funnel. This should be an ongoing process which should be constantly refined based on your
objectives and the needs of those leads.
Try to get as much information from your leads as possible without overbearing the lead. Utilize landing pages and
forms by asking precise questions such as job title, company name, annual revenue and number of employees. This
is the best way to gage your lead quality, so you have a better idea of how to approach them and eventually
convert them.

How Content Marketing Can Generate High
Quality Leads For Your B2B Business
As mentioned above in this article, content is King, but distribution is definitely Queen! Business is all about rapid
growth and return on investment, so let’s look at how to achieve rapid growth using content marketing for B2B lead
generation to obtain the best return on investment.
Having great content is not enough, your content has to be creative. The internet is flooded with great content on
just about everything you can think about. So, if you want to achieve rapid growth and generate quality leads you
have to distribute your content to the right people at the right time. You need your content to speak for you and
draw in the relevant prospects.
In general, there are what we call gated content and ungated content.

Gated Content
Gated content needs a key to be unlocked i.e. an e-mail address or phone number etc. So, why use gated
content? Gated content is content which is unique, meaning there aren’t many other contents online similar to this
content . Therefore, because it is unique there will usually be very high demand for it and hence you canuse this
content as leverage to get information from your visitors.

Ungated Content
Ungated content is content which doesn’t need a key to unlock it, it’s basically free and anyone can access it
without giving their information. Ungated content is important also, mainly it boosts your search rankings, it’s used to
maintain good relationships with your e-mail list and keeps you in the minds of your customers.
Now, that we have an idea of gated and ungated content let’s look at how to distribute this content. Remember,
content is king, but distribution is queen. Promoting your content is key to lead generation. You can have the best
content on a particular topic but if no one sees it, it’s useless.
There are two ways to promote your content either intentionally or unintentionally.

Intentional Content Promotion
When you promote your content intentionally, you’re strategically pushing your content to as many potential leads
as possible. One technique used in intentional content promotion is, native advertising.
Native advertising involves blending promotional content with other content on a web page. Native advertising can
generate hundreds, even thousands of impressions to your content. This technique, coupled with gated content
works very well because, you can spawn a lot of impressions by promoting your gated content and generate
substantial lead generation from doing so.

Unintentional Content Promotion
Unintentional content promotion is just that, unintentional. It deals with hoping your content is seen and goes viral.
We do not recommend this form of promotion because, distribution is vital for your content to be seen and essential
for your business to grow.

Maximize Your Organic Traffic For B2B Lead
Generation
Organic traffic plays an important role in B2B lead generation. Organic search aids the potential lead in their quest
to find solutions to problems they are looking for online. If you want to be seen by these leads online, you have to
follow certain principles in order to achieve success. Let’s take a closer look at these principles.
Display your content – Structure your content in a way to attract the right eyes to your website. You want leads
who have a high probability of purchasing, so your content should display keywords and a tone which portrays
this.
Analyze your content from the customers point of view – Create your content with your customer in mind.
Previous to writing your content, you should do the proper research and understand your buyer persona. Put
the buyer first, talk to them in their language. Show empathy and remember your visitors have many choices
when it comes to shopping online so, relate to their concerns and provide them with viable solutions.
Talk like a customer, not like a business – customers don’t want to be sold. There’s enough information online for
them to make decisions. So, when their ready to buy, it’s better to have a relationship with them rather than
them viewing you as an entity that doesn’t care about them and only concerned with making a sale. Instead
of selling them, you have to educate them on your products or services and how you can provide value to
them. The key is to provide them with the right information and let them make the decision, don’t pressure them
into making a decision.
Use anchor-text CTAs – CTAs are the window to conversion. They’re the first step in a potential lead taking the
next step in the buyers’ journey to becoming an actual lead. The logic behind CTAs are to make them subtle
and not over powering. Let it be natural in the form of text or simple CTA buttons. The goal is to not seem
obvious so always keep in mind the visitor doesn’t want to be sold, they want to be guided.

The 3 Best Lead Generation Tactics For B2B
Companies
Technology is rapidly changing, and the fact is, you cannot count on tactics that worked last year for lead
generation to work this year. So, what is working for lead generation right now?
Let’s take a look at the three of the best lead generation tactics.

1. Content Marketing
Content, content and more content. Content marketing is still the go to when it comeslead generation for B2B
companies. The most effective ways to do content marketing are:
Webinars – are very targeted forms of content. Although webinars are time consuming, they are highly
engaging because, webinars get into great detail on whatever topic is being discussed. Webinars are visual
and highly informative. Therefore, it’s a top content format for converting qualified leads.
E-books – are usually free forms of very detailed and compact content used as incentives to potential leads.
Using them as gated content is a great way to convert leads.
Videos – are vital, especially in today’s ecosystem for lead generation. People spend tremendous amounts of
time watching video so, it’s essential to create video content.
Blogging – is and will always be a great way to get content into the right hands and keep your audience up-todate with your business. Not only does blogging keep your audience informed and up-to-date on current
advances in terms of your business, it is also great for optimizing your website for search engines.

2. Social Media
Enough can’t be said about social media. Since social media came into existence, it’s been a force to be reckoned
with.
Social media isn’t only used to generate leads, it’s also used in the nurturing of leads and leading these leads down

the marketing funnel .
Social media is usually one of the first forms of contact a potential lead has with your businessand even though it is
so important, a large number of sales teams are not involved in strategic social media activity.
Leads and potential leads may be spending most of their time on these social media platforms so, if you want to
build relationships with them you absolutely need to have a social media presence.
Once you have a social presence, start researching your followers and gaging their needs so you can build an
effective social media campaign.

3. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
SEO is hands down the best tool for B2B lead generation. Therefore, it is crucial that you get SEO right and implement
it into your B2B lead generation strategy.
Here are the steps to take for your SEO campaign:
Keyword research – optimize your web content by using keywords your users are using to look for you online.
Use these keywords throughout your website and pick those longer tailed keywords with lower search volumes,
so you can rank higher in search results. The leads will be better targeted when you use long term keywords.
Improve your website design – make sure your website is easy to navigate, as this plays a big role in how search
engines rank your site and how your users engage with it. If your website takes a long time to load web pages,
search engines will penalize you for this and rank you lower.
Mobile optimization – most of online searches happen via mobile device such as smart phones and tablets.
Therefore, it is essential to have your website optimized for mobile. Having your site optimized for mobile will
greatly improve your SEO and will make it easier for your users to navigate.
Guest post – are a good way to get out to your target audience to generate leads. It also helps you build
backlinks, which are external links which links back to your website. The bigger the website the better chance
you have to draw an audience and drive traffic to your website.
Local SEO – is key for businesses trying to generate leads from people located within their local environment.
Encourage your customers to leave reviews on your website and online applications such as yelp to help drive
traffic to your business.

5 Effective Ways To Use Social Media For B2B Lead
Generation
1. Throw Contest
People love to win prizes. Throwing contest on your social media page and offering prizes is one of the most
effective ways to use social media for B2B lead generation. These contests are usually easy to set up and allows you
to interact with your followers. Contest not only allows you to interact with your followers but, it draws in new followers
and increase your lead generation if done right.
Contest don’t always have to done via social media. They can be done in real life but there should always be some
form of social media engagement, whether it be posting video and pictures of the contest on your social media or
posting the invitation to the contest on social media. Whichever way you promote your contest using social media
always aim to get some form of information from your followers. The prize for winning the competition should always
represent your business in some way or the other and should be valuable enough for people to want to compete in
it.

2. Direct Your Social Media To Your Gated Content
As mentioned before in this article, gated content is pivotal in generating leads and social media should be used to
promote this gated content. If you know that your gated content is very valuable to your followers, you should
promote, promote, promote and promote it some more. The more you promote, the more leads you can generate.
Also, these leads might be few when we’re talking about gated content but, these are often very high-quality leads
because this type of content is very specific and valuable to this audience.

3. Discover Social Media Leads By Tracking Your Website Visitors
Your website attracts visitors daily but, if you’re not identifying these visitors and logging them into your social media
platforms you’re wasting the opportunity to do so. This is how you build an ecosystem around your visitors. You should
think of every visitor as a potential lead therefore, connect with them on multiple platforms and build a relationship

with them.

4. Use Social Listening To Uncover Leads
Social listening involves uncovering potential leads by searching for relevant keywords of your target audience and
start building relationships with them. Let’s face it, social media allows social interactions in real time. This means,
people are searching social media for products and services, making purchases directly from social media and
talking about their buys on there. Social media allows for all types of interactions between consumers and
businesses. Therefore, monitoring these interactions can prove to be very profitable when gathering leads.

5. Use Live Streaming To Generate Leads
Live streaming is one of the new ways promoting your business on social media.People tune into live streams of their
favorite companies to receive valuable content in real time.
Webinars are also a prominent way of live streaming used via social media to generate highly qualified leads.
Webinars are usually in-depth discussion on a particular topic which has a lot of relevance to your target audience.
The two main ways of gathering leads through webinars are by gating your content so that prospective leads have
to give their information before gaining access to the content or by allowing access to the content and then
offering other content for which the viewer has to then enter information.
Your content has to be of value to the potential lead, otherwise they will not be intrigued into giving up information
to view it. Even if the content is super valuable to the viewer, it is wise to offer other incentives to the views such as
discounts and coupons to your products or services.
Use your webinar as a way to drive traffic to your website and once there log them in and build a relationship with
them via other channels for example the various social media networks and e-mail.

3 Ways To Use Facebook For B2B Lead Generation
Facebook is a mammoth in the social media world. People of all ages using Facebook from the very young to the

very old. It is seen as not only a source of entertainment but also a vital source for B2B lead generation. All industries
can benefit from advertising on Facebook because it is so robust and touches such a large subset of the population.
In fact, there are over a billion active users of Facebook on a daily basis. This makes Facebook a powerful and
dominating platform for lead generation.
B2B advertising and lead generation goes hand in hand but, there is a very low rate of success by businesses when it
comes to lead generation. Another factor which may play a role in this low success rate of B2B lead generation is
the fact that businesses don’t allocate enough budget towards mobile digital marketing.
Taking these factors into consideration, let’s discuss three advertising steps on Facebook for that can increase B2B
lead generation.

1. Improve Targeting On Facebook With CRM Data
CRM data is important for any marketer or sales person and using this data to generate leads through Facebook
can be highly effective. You can use the data found in CRMs such as e-mail, and interactions between sales or
services to engage customers via Facebook.
Think about your most valuable customers on your CRM and build look alike groups on Facebook, using
demographics such as location, interest and hobbies . Doing this, you’ll be able to build clusters of groups which you
can drive Facebook Ads towards, then test and analyze your campaigns.

2. Grow Lead Volume With Facebook Lead Ads
Facebook lead ads allow you to populate forms with information already uploaded to Facebook by its users, for
example name, age, e-mail and phone number. This is an easy and effective way to generate leads using
Facebook.

3. B2B Success With Advertising Auctions
It’s no secret, B2B leads are extremely valuable because, just one lead can produce a lot of monetary value.
Remember, in the B2B model you’re selling to other businesses not an individual consumer. Therefore, businesses
have a lot more money than an individual. Hence, companies trying to be successful at B2B lead generation can
afford to spend much more in Facebook ads.

18 Methods To Generate More B2B Sales Leads
To wrap up our discussion of how to generate more B2B leads, let’s put it all together by discussing18 ways the
methods we’ve spoken about improve sales . To increase sales, it’s all about getting high quality leads and
converting them.
A simple way of thinking about getting more sales is, if you increase your leads by 10% and the quality of these leads
doesn’t drop, then you’ve just increased your sales and therefore, your profit. Also, by using these techniques you’ll
be able to nurture your customers and get more out of them over their lifetime, hence increasing their customer
lifetime value (CLV). So, without further ado, let’s introduce the 18 most effective ways to generate more sales leads.

1. Have A Good Conversation As Often As Possible
People want a personal relationship with your brand especially nowadays, where everything is digital and robotic.
When you have a qualified lead, reach out to them, call them or speak to them via video chat. This in-person
communication not only allows you to show a bit of human element to your potential lead but also allows you to sell
them better.

2. Use Social Media For Lead Generation
Social media presence is a must have today. It may be challenging to find the right people at first but as you start
accumulating leads, getting similar leads will become easy. Once you have the qualified leads you want, engage
with them in the form of conversations, liking their content and inviting them to take part in competitions hosted by
your business.

3. Generate Leads From Your Website Visitors
Your website is a window for opportunity. Use your website wisely,any interaction with your website can be captured
and curated to build a long-lasting relationship with potential leads. Be proactive, don’t just wait for people to enter
information into your website. There are many tools online for you to capture this valuable data.

4. Use Lead Databases
There are databases specifically filled with leads for purchase. But, be careful not all databases are built equally. If
your business is new and you need traffic quick, this can be a viable option for you.

5. Use Marketing Automation
Use marketing automation to nurture your leads and get more data on them. Use this data to segment your leads.
You should understand where your lead is in the marketing funnel and address them accordingly.

6. Answer Questions On Q&A Services
Platforms like Quora, allow you to address potential leads who have questions for which you can provide them
solutions and build relationships. Using this type of platform to nurture leads is an excellent way to gain their respect
and eventually convert them into buying customers.

7. Leverage Someone Else’s Audience
Write guest post for other blogs that have the target audience you’re looking for. Make sure the content is good and
have them post it on their site, with backlinks back to your page.

8. Chat With Your Users With Live Chat
Live chat with your customers and potential leads. Even though you may think your website has sufficient
information, some people prefer if they can speak to someone via live chat.

9. Make Full Use Of Your E-Mail
E-mails are like engine rooms for B2B lead generation. Optimize your e-mail with proper signatures and links to social
media. This can help prospects find you much easier. An E-mail list and we well segmented e-mail campaign is one
of the most important aspects to B2B lead generation.

10. Participate In Conversations
Be active, converse anywhere and everywhere you can online and in social media.

11. Experiment With Different Content Formats
Your potential leads are on a number of different platforms.If your only producing content for one or two platforms
and not for the others you may be losing leads. The key is to create content using different formats and upload to
different platforms.

12. Create Lead Magnets
A lead magnet is a free piece of content wanted by your customers and potential leads.If you know you have
some content that your audience will salivate to get to get their hands on, create a gate to get their information by
using landing pages with forms.

13. Promote Customer Referrals
Some of the highest quality leads are from customer referrals. Turn happy customers into promoters.

14. Generate More Online Reviews
Reviews on your website are super important because, they show a valid and trustworthy opinion of your products or
services from a customer’s point of view. Encourage your customers to post positive reviews on your social platforms
and your website.

15. Create Laser-Focused Landing Pages
Make sure your landing pages are very specific to what your promoting on that landing page.Don’t have a landing
page talking about one thing which leads to another.

16. Try Lead Generation Ads
Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter have lead generation ads which allow you to get information
from their users such as e-mail, name and location. These ads can be a good way to build relationships and
generate leads.

17. Increase Website Traffic With Paid Ads
If you need a boast in your website traffic, paid ads are a good option. Combine paid with search engine
optimization for the best results. If using this method, make sure to research your potential leads and optimize your
campaigns to suit your demographics.

18. Make Sure Your SEO Is In Good Shape
Spend time crafting your content and be articulate when doing so. Don’t try to hack Google’s algorithms, just
understand them and do your research. Keywords and Links are important to SEO, so make sure your content
displays these tools within your website.

Related Resources For B2B Lead Generation
10 Lead Generation Landing Page Examples Proven To Convert Into Sales
Website Trust Seals Improve Ecommerce Sales - Here’s How
6 Different Types Of Offerings That Utilize Content You Already Have
Difference Between Features And Benefits: The Key To Selling
Maximize Your Organic Traffic For B2B Lead Generation
5 Stages In Understanding The Buyer Decision Process
Lead Generation: Products Vs Services

23 Helpful B2B Lead Generation Tools
1. Datanyze – Equips You With Visitor Analytics
2. Quora – One Of The Biggest Online Discussion Boards
3. RingLead – Allows You To Capture Contact Information
4. data.com – Gives You Access To All The Prospecting Data You Could Need
5. Sidekick – A Set Of Tools That Work With HubSpot and SalesForce
6. hunter.io – Let’s You Find E-mail Addresses From A Website Or LinkedIn Profile
7. ring.io – Give You Everything You Need To Take Your Phone Prospecting & Sales To A Whole New Level
8. Hubspot CRM – Allows You To Send E-mails While Simultaneously Uploading The Conversions Directly To Your
CRM
9. Convert Kit – Allows You To Create Hyper Targeted Segments & Offer Relevant Products Or Content To The
Right People
10. Active Campaign – All-In-One Solution For Launching, Growing and Managing A Successful Mailing List

11. MailChimp – The Champion Of E-commerce Email Marketing
12. Growbots – Provides Automated Outbound Lead Generation, Performance Tracking, CRM Integration & Even
Prospecting Tools
13. Lead Pages – Is An Easy And Effective Drag-And-Drop/Click-And-Edit Landing Page Builder
14. Optinmonster – Has A Slew Of Features That Helps Website Owners Convert Their Visitors Into Subscribers
15. Lead Formly – A Tool Designed To Help You Create Fully Optimized Lead Generation Forms Quicker, Easier And
More Pain Free Than Ever Before
16. Turnstile – A Fantastic Way To Easily Utilize Your Videos To Capture Leads
17. Unbounce – Provides A Comprehensive & Straightforward Way To Quickly Create Fully Optimized Webpages
That Convert
18. Hello Bar – Allows Website Owners To Place An Opt-In Bar Across The Top Of Their Website So That They Can
Capture Leads Without Resorting To Pop-Ups Etc
19. Scroll-Triggered-Pop-Ups– Allows You To Customize Your Pop-Ups To Ensure They Are Only Shown To Visitors That
You Feel Are Engaged & Likely To Convert
20. LinkedIn Sales Navigator – A Tool To Rapidly Capture Leads And Grow Your Company
21. Intercom Acquire – A Lead Management Tool That Equips You With The Power To Communicate With Leads
Based Upon The Actions They Take With Your Website
22. Lead Forensics – A Tools That Allows You To Track Down & Contact Otherwise Lost Leads Who Have Visited Your
Website But Didn’t Fill Out A Form Or Contact Information
23. Qualaroo – A Customer Research Tool That That Can Be Used To Great Effect To Retain And Convert Leads
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